Listservs [1]

The following listservs promote communication throughout Technical Services, helping to provide timely delivery of library services to patrons across the entire Cornell University community.

CATALOGERS-L

For catalogers and others interested in cataloging issues at CUL. All catalogers are required to subscribe; this is how cataloging practice updates are distributed.

- Who may subscribe: open to all CUL staff
- To subscribe, send email to: Catalogers-L-request@cornell.edu [2] with the simple message join
- To distribute a group message, send email to: Catalogers-L
- To contact the list administrator, send email to: Catalogers-L-request [3]
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CTSBULK-L

Olin Library Technical Services and Systems Staff Bulk Import List.

- Who may subscribe: LTS and Library Systems staff who participate in routine bulk import processes
- To subscribe, send email to: CTSBULK-L-request@cornell.edu [4] with the simple message join. Subscription must be approved by list owner.
- To distribute a group message, send email to: CTSBULK-L
- To contact the list administrator, send email to: CTSBULK-L-request
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CUL-METADATASERVICES-L

Communication list for all Cataloging & Metadata Services staff within Technical Services.

- Who may subscribe: Cataloging & Metadata Services staff
- To subscribe, send email to: cul-metadataservices-l-request@cornell.edu [6] with the simple message join
- To distribute a group message, send email to: cul-metadataservices-l [6]
- To contact the list administrator, send email to: owner cul-metadataservices-l [6]
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e-resources@cornell.edu [7]

This is a group mailbox used as a primary communication tool for e-resources staff. It is used by publishers and vendors of e-resources, as well as other CUL staff to communicate with the e-resources unit.
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FIRMEBK-L

For questions about single title eBook orders. Also used for placing individual title orders if records are not found in POOF!

- Who may subscribe: LTS staff who process single title eBook ordering requests or respond to inquiries related to these orders
- To subscribe, send email to: FIRMEBK-L-request@cornell.edu [8] with the simple message join. Subscription must be approved by list owner.
- To distribute a group message, send email to: FIRMEBK-L@cornell.edu [8]. Anyone may send a message to the list.
- To contact the list administrator, send email to: FIRMEBK-L-request@cornell.edu [8]
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LTS-L

Communication list for all Library Technical Services staff.
• Who may subscribe: LTS staff
• To subscribe, send email to LTS-L-request@cornell.edu with the simple message join.
• To distribute a group message, send email to: LTS-L
• To contact the list administrator, send email to: owner-LTS-L
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Itsorders@cornell.edu

This is a group mailbox for LTS print ordering staff. It will be used by publishers and vendors, as well as other CUL staff, to communicate with Ordering staff.
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LTSREC-L

Library Technical Services Receiving list.
• Who may subscribe: LTS staff who receive materials or respond to inquiries related to receiving matters
• To subscribe, send email to: LTSREC-L-request@cornell.edu with the simple message join. Subscription must be approved by list owner.
• To distribute a group message, send email to: LTSREC-L
• To contact the list administrator, send email to: LTSREC-L-request
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LTSSER-L

Library Technical Services Serials list
• Who may subscribe: LTS staff who receive materials or respond to inquiries related to serials
• To subscribe, send email to: LTSSER-L-request@cornell.edu with the simple message join. Subscription must be approved by list owner.
• To distribute a group message, send email to: LTSSER-L
• To contact the list administrator, send email to: LTSSER-L-request
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RDA-2CUL-L

This list is an electronic forum for discussion of RDA between Cornell University Library and Columbia University Library. The purpose of this listserv is to facilitate informal discussion on RDA between the two libraries' staff members. This listserv is available to ask questions about RDA rules and local cataloging policies at either institution. Also, the Cornell RDA training committee will distribute selected Q&As on the listserv as Q-Tips (protecting anonymity, or with the questioners’ permission to give identifying information).

• Who may subscribe: open to all Cornell and Columbia staff members who are editing, enhancing, and/or creating RDA records
• To subscribe to the list, send messages to: rda-2cul-l-request@cornell.edu with the simple message join
• To post messages to the list, send messages to: rda-2cul-l@cornell.edu
• To contact the list administrator, send email to: rda-2cul-l-request@cornell.edu
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TSVOYAGE-L

Technical Services Voyager list. For staff using Voyager cataloging and acquisitions clients. Messages to TSVOYAGE-L are not moderated in any way.

• Who may subscribe: Technical Services staff
• To subscribe, send email to: TSVOYAGE-L-request@cornell.edu with the simple message join. Subscription must be approved by list owner.
• To distribute a group message, send email to: TSVOYAGE-L
• To contact the list administrator, send email to: owner-TSVOYAGE-L
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WGC-L
Working Group on Cataloging. Established in Sept 1995 to facilitate communication among members of the TSEG/WGC. In February 2009, all participants in WGC-L were moved to the CATALOGERS-L list.
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